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ABSTRACT

Due to its agility and mobility, the unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) is a promising technology to rapidly provide mobile
services (e.g., wireless coverage, edge computing, and local
caching) to users. Yet the UAV has limited energy storage
and needs to fly to serve users locally, requiring an opti-
mal energy allocation for balancing both hovering time and
service capacity. For profit-maximizing, given hovering in a
hotspot, how the UAV should dynamically price its capacity-
limited service according to randomly arriving users with
private service valuations is another concern. This paper
first analyzes the UAV’s optimal pricing under incomplete
user information in a hotspot, and also optimizes the energy
allocation to hovering time and service capacity. We prove
that the UAV should ask for a higher price if the leftover
hovering time is longer or its service capacity is smaller, and
its expected profit approaches to that under complete us-
er information if the hovering time is sufficiently large. As
the hotspot’s mean user density increases, a shorter hovering
time or a larger service capacity should be allocated.

Finally, facing multiple hotspot candidates with different
user densities and flying distances in the ground plane, the
UAV still needs to decide its deployment and we prove that
it is optimal to deploy the UAV to serve a single hotspot.
With multiple UAVs, this result can be reversed with UAVs’
forking deployment to different hotspots when hotspots are
more symmetric or the UAV number is large.

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the fast deployment and controllable mobility, the
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) emerges as a promising tech-
nology to rapidly provide mobile services (e.g., wireless cov-
erage, edge computing, and local caching) to ground users.
For example, Verizon has developed a drone-based cell ser-
vice system to provide 4G LTE cell service for the area out of
service [10]. By endowing with edge computing capabilities,
the UAV can be also used to offer computation offloading
services to mobile users with limited local processing capa-
bilities [4]. Moreover, cache-enabled UAV is implemented to
improve the quality-of-experience (QoE) of mobile devices
by caching and distributing the popular content to them [1].
The global profit of such UAV-enabled services is expected
to increase from $792 million in 2017 to $12.6 billion by 2025
[8], and more service providers are seeing the opportunities
to employ UAVs and make a profit.
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The recent literature focuses on the technological issues of
the UAV-provided services (e.g., air-to-ground communica-
tion models). [5] analyzes the optimal operating altitude for
a UAV by considering the trade-off between the opportunity
of line-of-sight transmission and signal attenuation. By op-
timizing the UAV’s trajectory, the energy efficiency of UAV
communication can be improved [11]. In [1], the optimal
UAV’s location and the content to cache at the UAVs are
investigated according to the users’ content request distribu-
tion and their mobility patterns. In the UAV-based mobile
computing system, [4] studies the optimization of the UAV’s
trajectory and the computing offloading under the UAV’s
energy constraint.

The economic issues of UAV-provided mobile services are
largely overlooked in the literature. Due to the energy con-
straint of the UAV, a trade-off is required to balance the
hovering time and service capacity. Further, given hovering
in a hotspot for a finite time period, how to dynamically
price the capacity-limited service to gournd users is anoth-
er issue. This is challenging given the users’ randomness in
arriving and their private service valuations. What’s more,
when facing multiple hotspot candidates with different user
densities and flying distances, the optimal UAV deployment
needs to be studied.

It should be noted that dynamic pricing of generic prod-
ucts or services are studied (e.g., [3],[6],[7]). However, these
works do not consider the users’ random arrivals for the
discrete-time pricing strategy. Moreover, they only focus on
the dynamic pricing given the fixed service capacity, while
this paper analyzes the trade-off between the interchange-
able service and hovering capacities under the UAV’s energy
budget as well as the UAV deployment.

Our key novelty and main contributions are summarized
as follows.

• Economics of UAV-provided mobile services (Sec-
tion 2): To our best knowledge, this paper is the
first work studying the economics of UAV-provided
mobile services by considering dynamic pricing and
energy allocation. We follow a three-stage decision
making model to analyze the UAV’s dynamic pricing
under incomplete user information, then the trade-
off between its hovering time and service capacity at
a given hotspot, and finally deployment of multiple
UAVs to potential hotspots.

• Dynamic UAV pricing under incomplete informa-
tion (Section 3): Under the incomplete information
regarding users’ random arrivals and private service
valuations, we design a dynamic pricing scheme for
each UAV and prove that the UAV should ask for a
higher price if the leftover hovering time is longer or
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Figure 1: UAVs’ deployment to hotspots with different user densi-
ties and flying distances, where the dynamic pricing with service
capacity k in the hovering period T is introduced at each hotspot.

its service capacity is smaller, and its expected profit
approaches to that under complete user information
if the hovering time is sufficiently large.

• Optimal energy allocation to balance hovering time
and service capacity (Section 4): As the longer hov-
ering time leads to a higher service price under in-
complete information but a smaller service capacity,
the UAV should balance the hovering time and ser-
vice capacity to maximize its profit. We derive a
threshold-based energy allocation policy and show
that as the hotspot’s mean user density increases,
a smaller hovering time or a larger service capacity
should be allocated.

• Multiple UAVs’ deployment to heterogeneous hotspot-
s (Section 5): As a hotspot’s high user density brings
in a large user demand while its long flying distance
consumes plenty of energy, the provider should con-
sider the trade-off between different hotspots’ user
densities and distances for UAV deployment. We
prove that it is optimal for a UAV to only serve a
single hotspot. However, this result can be reversed
with UAVs’ forking deployment to different hotspot-
s when hotspots are more symmetric or the UAV
number is large.

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

This paper proposes a three-stage decision making model to
analyze the UAVs’ deployment, energy allocation and dy-
namic pricing. At Stage I, given a number N of identical
UAVs at the UAV station, the provider of UAV-provided ser-
vices should decide the optimal deployment of the UAVs to
M potential hotspots as shown in Fig. 1 under the UAV’s
total energy budget B0. Each hotspot m’s user density and
flying distance from UAV station are denoted as αm and
Dm,m = 1, ...,M , respectively. More precisely, αm tells the

UAV’s probability of meeting a user’s service request in every
time slot due to the user’s random mobility.

At Stage II, given a UAV’s energy storage B upon arrival
at a hotspot, it should decide the energy allocation to the
hovering time T and service capacity k with T + ck ≤ B,
where c > 0 is the energy consumption for serving a user
(relative to the energy consumption per hovering time). If
the UAV hovers longer, it may encounter more users for high-
er pricing under incomplete information, yet the number k
of users it can serve decreases given the energy budget B.

At Stage III, given the hovering time T and service ca-
pacity k, the UAV determines the dynamic pricing strategy
{p1(t), ..., pk(t)|t = 1, ..., T} at any time t for any leftover
capacity as shown in Fig. 1 based on the distribution of the
users’ service valuations f(v) and user arrival process, where
pj(t), j = 1, ..., k, is the price for selling the service to the
jth-to-last user at t time units before the end of selling inter-
val T . Note that t = 0 (t = T ) means the end (beginning) of
the service interval and p1(t) (pk(t)) mean the price for serv-
ing the last (first) user. For simplicity, we will use “t time
units before the end of serving interval T” and “time t” in-
terchangeably in the rest of the paper. A user will accept the
price if his service valuation v is no less than the price asked
by the provider. It is assumed that there is no possibility of
recall the users who already leave. For the incomplete infor-
mation case considered in this paper, the provider does not
know the user request appearance over time t or the user’s
private service valuation v. It only knows the appearance
probability in each time slot and the distribution of user’s
i.i.d. service valuation f(v), v ∈ [a, b].

In the following, we use backward induction to analyze
the UAV’s decision at each stage. Due to the page limitation,
most of the proofs are given in the technical report [9].

3 UAV’S DYNAMIC PRICING

At Stage III, a UAV’s hovering time T and service capacity
k are given for a particular hotspot with the probability α
of meeting a user service request. Here we skip the subscript
as the analysis holds for a typical UAV at any hotspot. The
UAV should decide the dynamic pricing pj(t) at t time s-
lots before the end of hovering interval T given any leftover
service capacity j, j = 1, ..., k as shown in Fig. 1 without
knowing user request arrival in the future.

Before studying the UAV’s optimal pricing strategy for
any service capacity k, we first consider the case of k = 1.
By announcing price p1(t) at time t, a user (if appears with
probability α) will accept and pay the price if his service
valuation v is greater, i.e., v ≥ p1(t). Given the cumulative
distribution of his service valuations F (v), the probability
that a user will appear and accept the price is α(1−F (p1(t))).
Then, the expected total profit in the remaining t time slots
is

R1(t) =αp1(t)(1− F (p1(t)))

+R1(t− 1)(1− α(1− F (p1(t)))).
(1)

We then consider the case of k = 2. After successfully
serving the first user, the profit analysis of the case k = 1 in
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(1) can be applied for subsequently serving the second user.
Note that the expected total profit received from the second
user at t time slots is R1(t). By successfully serving the first
user at price p2(t) at time t, the UAV’s total profit at time
t is p2(t)+R1(t− 1). Then, the expected profit with service
capacity k = 2 at time slot t is

R2(t) =α(p2(t) +R1(t− 1))(1− F (p2(t)))

+R2(t− 1)(1− α(1− F (p2(t)))).
(2)

Similar to the above analysis, for the general k ≥ 2 case,
the expected total profit at time t can be derived recursively
as

Rk(t) =α(pk(t) +Rk−1(t− 1))(1− F (pk(t)))

+Rk(t− 1)(1− α(1− F (pk(t)))),
(3)

where Rk(0) = 0 with zero remaining hovering time and
R0(t) = 0 with zero leftover service capacity.

By taking the derivative of Rk(t) with respect pk(t), the
optimal price pk(t) satisfies

dRk(t)

dpk(t)
=α

(
1− F (pk(t))− f(pk(t))

×
(
pk(t)− (Rk(t− 1)−Rk−1(t− 1))

))
= 0.

(4)

Proposition 3.1. For ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T} and k ≥ 1, if t <
k, Rk(t) = Rt(t), and otherwise kR1(⌊ t

k
⌋) ≤ Rk(t).

If the remaining hovering time t is less than the maximum
number of users k that the UAV can serve, i.e., t < k, the
UAV can at most serve t users (one per each time slot) and
the extra service capacity is wasted, thus Rk(t) = Rt(t) and
the price pk(t) at time t < k does not exist. If the UAV has
enough leftover time t to sell out k (i.e., t ≥ k), it is better
to optimize its expected profit Rk(t) via jointly pricing k ser-
vice capacities over t time slots, rather than independently
pricing each service capacity with time ⌊ t

k
⌋.

In the following, we assume the distributions of the service
valuations are regular, which is widely used in the realm of

mechanism design [2]: ϕ(v) = v − 1−F (v)
f(v)

is an increasing

function of v, where F (v) and f(v) are the CDF and PDF of
the user’s valuation v. Under this assumption, the solution
pk(t) to (4) is the unique optimal price.

Proposition 3.2. For ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T} and k ≥ 1, Algo-
rithm 1 optimally computes the dynamic pricing scheme with
computation complexity O(kT ). Especially, when k = 1, the
optimal price p1(t) is a non-decreasing function of leftover
time t and mean user density α in the hotspot.

In Algorithm 1, we computes the optimal price pj(t) ac-
cording to (4) with initial conditions R1(0) = 0 and R0(t) =
0. Proposition 3.2 also shows that the UAV should ask for
a higher price if it has more leftover time t for encountering
more users or a greater user demand.

3.1 Continuous-time Relaxation

In the discrete time model as in Fig. 1, we can only use
a recursive and numerical way to derive Rk(t) and pk(t) ac-
cording to (3). To obtain more analytical results for dynamic

Algorithm 1 UAV’s dynamic pricing for serving k users in
hovering time T

1: Input: Hover time T , service capacity k, hotspot’s user
density α, and CDF of each user’s service valuation F (v)

2: Output: Optimal pricing strategy {p1(t), ..., pk(t)|t =
1, · · · , T}, and the expected profit Rk(T )

3: for j = 1 to k do
4: for t = 1 to T do
5: if t <= j − 1 then
6: Rj(t) = Rt(t);
7: else
8: compute pj(t) as the unique solution to (4);
9: update Rj(t) according to pj(t) and (3);

10: end if
11: return pj(t), Rj(t)
12: end for
13: end for
14: return {p1(t), ..., pk(t)|t = 1, · · · , T} and Rk(T )

pricing design, we next apply continuous-time relaxation on
the discrete time model. Assume users arrive according to a
Poisson process with arrival rate α′. Denote the time dura-
tion of each time slot for discrete time model as ε. To keep
the same user arrival probability α for discrete time case, we
have εα′ + o(ε) = α as ε → 0. Similar to the analysis of
discrete time case in (3), as ε → 0, the expected total profit
that a provider can obtain at time t+ ε is

Rk(t+ ε) =α′
∫ t+ε

t

(pk(x) +Rk−1(x))(1− F (pk(x)))dx

+Rk(t)(1− α′
∫ t+ε

t

(1− F (pk(x)))dx) + o(ε).

(5)

Note that Rk(0) = 0, according to (5), the expected total
profit with service capacity k at time t can be derived as

Rk(t) = α′
∫ t

0

(pk(x) +Rk−1(x)−Rk(x))(1− F (pk(x)))dx.

(6)
Thus, the optimal price pk(t) that maximizes the expected
profit Rk(t) is

pk(t) = arg max
p≥Rk(t)−Rk−1(t)

(p+Rk−1(t)−Rk(t))(1− F (p)).

(7)
To analytically obtain the expected profit, we further con-

sider the case that the users’ i.i.d. service valuations follow
exponential distributions, i.e., F (v) = 1 − e−λv. Then, by
solving (7), the optimal price pk(t) is

pk(t) =
1

λ
+Rk(t)−Rk−1(t), (8)

which is greater than the mean valuation 1
λ

by considering
the future pricing opportunity. Insert (8) into (6), the ex-
pected profit for serving k users in hovering time T can be
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Figure 2: Ratio of the expected profit under incomplete informa-

tion and complete information Rk(T )/R̂k(T ) versus hovering time
T and service capacity k.

derived as

Rk(T ) =
1

λ
log

( k∑
i=0

1

i!
(
α′T

e
)i
)
. (9)

And the dynamic price in (8) at time t ∈ [0, T ] is

pk(t) =
1

λ
+

1

λ
log

(∑k
i=0

1
i!
(α

′t
e
)i∑k−1

i=0
1
i!
(α

′t
e
)i

)
. (10)

Proposition 3.3. The optimal expected profit Rk(T ) con-
cavely increases with both k and T , respectively. Further, the
optimal price pk(t) increases with t and convexly decreases
with k.

Proposition 3.3 shows that the growth rate of the expected
profit decreases with service capacity k given the fixed hov-
ering time T . This is because the partitioned hovering time
T
k

for pricing and serving one user decreases with k. Simi-
larly, the growth rate of the expected profit decreases with
hovering time T given the fixed service capacity k. Finally,
the optimal price increases faster as k decreases.

Comparison with complete information case: As
the dynamic pricing under incomplete information is ana-
lyzed above, we wonder the performance gap between the
incomplete information and complete information, where the
UAV can perfectly observe a user’s service valuation v upon
arrival. According to the threshold-based assignment poli-
cies discussed in [3], we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4. For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, limT→∞
Rk(T )

R̂k(T )
= 1,

where Rk(T ) and R̂k(T ) are the expected profits under incom-
plete and complete information for exponential distribution
of users service valuations, respectively.

Actually, for any finite k < ∞, we can iteratively obtain

R̂k(T ) according to [3] and show the convergence of Rk(T )

R̂k(T )
to

1. As shown in Fig. 2, Rk(t) approaches R̂k(t) if the hovering
time T is sufficiently large. Moreover, Rk(t) converges faster

to R̂k(t) as the service capacity k decreases. This is because,
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Figure 3: Expected profit versus service capacity k for uniform
service valuation distributions when B = 23 and c = 3.

as k decreases, the partitioned hovering time ⌊T
k
⌋ for pricing

and serving one user increases given the hovering time T .

4 UAV’S ENERGY ALLOCATION IN
HOVERING TIME AND SERVICE
CAPACITY

As a longer hovering time T results in a higher service price
at the cost of smaller service capacity k, at Stage II the UAV
under the total energy budget B should balance T and k. Its
optimal energy allocation problem at the given hotspot is

max
k,T∈Z+

Rk(T ), (11)

s.t.

T + ck ≤ B, (12)

where B can be viewed as the maximum hovering time if the
UAV does not use any energy to serve any user.

At the optimality, (12) is tight to use up all budget and
the problem can be rewritten as

max
k∈Z+

Rk(B − ck). (13)

Recall that ∀t < k,Rk(t) = Rt(t) in Proposition 3.1 and
the UAV would not set k to be larger than the maximum
time, i.e., k ≤ B − ck. Thus, integer k is upper bounded by
⌊ B
1+c

⌋. By using Algorithm 1 for any k ∈ {1, ..., ⌊ B
1+c

⌋}, we
can calculate the corresponding expected profit Rk(B − ck).
Then, the UAV compares and chooses the k∗ with maximal
expected profit, i.e., k∗ = argmaxk Rk(B − ck).

Fig. 3 shows a numerical example for uniform distribution
of service valuations.

• For low user density α, it is better to only serve one
user, i.e., k∗ = 1. It is worthwhile for the UAV to
hover the longest time to encounter a user.

• For high user density α, it is easier for the UAV
to encounter more users and it should choose k∗ ∈
{2, · · · , ⌊ B

c+1
⌋}, telling an optimal balance between

encountered demand and service capacity supply.

Besides the numerical result, we also want to obtain an-
alytical results for the energy allocation policy. Similar to
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Section 3.1, we apply continuous-time relaxation, where the
maximum service capacity is ⌊B

c
⌋. In the following theorem,

we successfully derive a threshold-based energy allocation
policy assuming that the users’ service valuations follow ex-
ponential distributions.

Theorem 4.1. The optimal service capacity k∗ depends
on the user density and is given as follows.

• Low user density regime (α′ ≤ 2ce
(B−2c)2

): the UAV

will decide k∗ = 1 for serving one user only.
• High user density regime (α′ > 2ce

(B−2c)2
): the UAV

will decide

k∗ = arg max
k∈Z+

k∑
i=0

1

i!
(
α′(B − ck)

e
)i ∈ {2, · · · , ⌊B

c
⌋}. (14)

The analytical result in Theorem 4.1 is consistent with
Fig. 3 for uniform distributions under discrete time case.

5 OPTIMAL UAV DEPLOYMENT

Given M hotspots with heterogeneous user densities αm and
distances Dm from the UAV station with m ∈ {1, ...,M},
we now study how to deploy N identical UAVs each with an
energy budget B0 to these hotspots.

5.1 Deployment of a Single UAV

Given a single UAV’s route going through M ′ ≤ M hotspot-
s in sequence H = {H1, H2, · · · , HM′}, the route distance

is DH1 +
∑M′−1

m=1 DHm,Hm+1 , where DH1 and DHm,Hm+1

are the flying distances from the UAV’s station at the orig-
inal point to hotspot 1 and from hotspot Hm to hotspot
Hm+1, respectively. Given the initial energy budget B0,
the UAV partitions remaining energy to M ′ hotspots as

BM′ = {BH1 , ..., BHM′ } with
∑M′

m=1 BHm = B0 − DH1 −∑M′−1
m=1 DHm,Hm+1 . Given energy budget BHm for hotspot

Hm, we still need to decide the energy allocation to hover-
ing capacity THm and service capacity kHm as well as the
dynamic pricing during hovering time THm . Based on (13)
and Algorithm 1, we can obtain the overall expected profit
for the whole route problem as

ΨH(BM′) =
∑

Hm∈H

max
kHm∈Z+

R
αHm
kHm

(BHm − ckHm), (15)

where R
αHm
kHm

(t) is the expected profit of hotspot Hm with

user density αHm for serving kHm users at time t.
Still, the UAV needs to decide the route by consider-

ing
∑M

M′=1 C
M′
M M ′! possibilities, where the UAV needs to

choose M ′ out of M hotspots and each M ′ introduces M ′!
possible sequences. Among these routing possibilities, the
UAV needs to find the optimal route with corresponding
hotspot sequence H and the corresponding optimal energy
allocation B∗

M′ to maximize the overall expected profit,

max
H

max
BM′

ΨH(BM′). (16)

For analysis tractability, we apply continuous-time relax-
ation and analyze the optimal UAV routing assuming expo-
nential distributions of users’ service valuations.

Theorem 5.1. For any number M of hotspots distributed
in the ground plane, it is optimal to deploy the UAV to only
one hotspot m∗ = argmaxm∈{1,...,M} maxkm Rαm

km
(B0−Dm−

ckm).

Theorem 5.1 tells that the single UAV will only serve the
first best hotspot with maximum expected profit. If part
of energy budget is removed from the first best hotspot to
also serve the second best, the UAV’s marginal profit from
serving the second best hotspot is lower. Thus, it is not
worthwhile to deploy the UAV to more than one hotspot.

5.2 Deployment of Multiple UAVs to
Hotspots: Forking or Not

We are now ready to study how to assign multiple UAVs from
a common UAV station to heterogeneous hotspots, and we
focus on the key question: whether all the UAVs should stil-
l be deployed to the first best hotspot or they will fork to
serve different hotspots.1 It is possible for more than one
UAV to jointly serve the same hotspot by grouping their
service capacities. Given a number nm of UAVs jointly serv-
ing hotspot m,m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, they will stay for the same
amount of time Tm due to their symmetry. To keep the same
energy consumption rates, nm UAVs take turns to serve a
user’s request. For example, in the caching application, each
UAV can sequentially distribute 1/nm segment of a popular
file to a user in request. For a particular hotspot m, the
objective of the UAVs is to maximize their total expected
profit,

max
km,Tm∈Z+

Rαm
km

(Tm), (17)

s.t.

nmTm + ckm ≤ nm(B0 −Dm), (18)

where they decide total service capacity km by aggregating
their residual energy nm(B0 −Dm).

Then, the overall expected profit under the UAV assign-
ment N = {n1, ..., nM} for M hotspots is

Φ(N ) =

M∑
m=1

max
km∈Z+

Rαm
km

(
⌊B0 −Dm − ckm

nm
⌋
)
. (19)

Note that Rαm
km

= 0 for hotspot m if nm = 0. For the
discrete time model, the service capacity km at hotspot m
should be no larger than the maximum time, i.e., km ≤
B0 − Dm − ckm

nm
. Thus, km ≤ ⌊B0−Dm

1+ c
nm

⌋. Given any UAV

deployment N , we can obtain the optimal expected profit
maxkm Rαm

km
(⌊B0−Dm− ckm

nm
⌋) for each hotspot m according

to Algorithm 1. By comparing the overall expected profits
Φ(N ) under all possible UAV deployments A(N ), the opti-
mal UAV deployment N ∗ = argmaxN∈A(N ) Φ(N ) can be
obtained.

Without loss of generality, we sort the M hotspots accord-
ing to their expected profits served from a single UAV, i.e.,

Rα1
k∗
1
(B0 −D1 − ck∗

1) ≥ · · · ≥ RαM
k∗
M
(B0 −DM − ck∗

M ), (20)

1We assume UAVs are deployed at the same time, otherwise, all the
UAVs will be deployed one by one to serve the first best hotspot only,
as in Theorem 5.1.
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(a) UAV deployment N = {3, 2, 0, 0, 0} (b) UAV deployment N = {5, 0, 0, 0, 0} (c) UAV deployment N = {5, 2, 1, 1, 0}

Figure 4: Illustration of the optimal UAV assignment of multiple UAVs in different hotspot networks when B0 = 20, c = 2, where the number
in red circle indicates how many UAVs are assigned to the corresponding hotspot.

where k∗
m = argmaxkm∈Z+ Rαm

km
(B0 − Dm − ckm), m ∈

{1, · · · ,M}. In the following proposition, we show the suffi-
cient condition whether UAVs will all center at the first best
hotspot 1 or fork to hotspot 2 (or more) assuming exponen-
tial distributions of users’ service valuations for continuous-
time scenario.

Proposition 5.1. Given N ≥ 2 UAVs for M ≥ 2 hotspot-
s, the UAVs will fork in their deployment to serve different
hotspots if

α′
2 > α′

1 max(φ
1
k∗
2 , φ), (21)

where φ is an increasing function of D2 given as

φ =
maxk1

∑k1
i=0

1
i!

(
α′
1(B0−D1− ck1

N
)

e
)i

(maxk1

∑k1
i=0

1
i!

(
α′
1(B0−D1− ck1

N−1
)

e
)i)(

∑k∗
2

i=1
1
i!

(
α′
1(B0−D2−ck∗

2)

e
)i)

−
1∑k∗

2
i=1

1
i!

(
α′
1(B0−D2−ck∗

2)

e
)i

.

(22)

According to Proposition 5.1, we can see that the UAVs
are more likely to fork to serve different hotspots when the
hotspots are more symmetric. We also wonder the impacts
of the number of UAVs on the deployment decision of fork-
ing. As an numerical example, we consider 5 UAVs to be
assigned to M = 5 hotspots. We consider users’ valuations
follow the exponential distribution with λ = 1. By com-
paring the overall expected profits Φ(N ) in (19) under all
possible deployment profiles, we obtain the optimal UAV de-
ployment as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. (i) In Fig. 1, it is
optimal for the provider to assign a UAV to each hotspot.
As the user densities of hotspots 3, 4, 5 decrease from Fig. 1
to Fig. 4(a), the provider will not serve them but deploying
3 UAVs to hotspot 1 and 2 UAVs to hotspot 2. (ii) As the
flying distance of hotspot 2 increases from Fig. 4(a) to Fig.
4(b), all the UAVs will only serve hotspot 1 without consid-
ering hotspot 2. (iii) Finally, Fig. 4(c) shows that as the
number of UAVs increases from Fig. 4(b) to Fig. 4(c), the
UAVs fork to serve different hotspots again.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first analyze the UAV’s dynamic pricing
under incomplete information including random user arrival-
s and unknown service valuations. It is shown that the UAV

should ask for a higher price if the leftover hovering time
is longer or its service capacity is smaller, and its expect-
ed profit approaches to that under complete user informa-
tion if the hovering time is sufficiently large. Then, given
a hotspot, the energy allocation to hovering time and ser-
vice capacity is optimized. We show that, given the energy
budget at the hotspot, a shorter hovering time or a larger
service capacity should be allocated as the hotspot’s mean
user density increases. For the UAV deployment, we prove
that it is optimal for a single UAV to only serve the best
hotspot. While for multiple UAVs, they prefer to fork to
serve different hotspots when hotspots are more symmetric
or the UAV number is large.
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